
Class 5: Super Senses

A Choose the correct option.

1.                 body part can a lion sense the movement and vibration in the air?

a. Whiskers b. Tail c. Ears d. Paws

2. Which animals are not seen in winters?

a. Birds b. Langurs c. Lizards d. All of them 

3.Which of the following animals does not warn other animals of danger?

a. Birds b. Langurs c. Bats  d. Dolphins 

4. Which animal can feel the vibrations on the ground?

a. Lizard b. Rabbit  c. Monkey d. Snakes 

5. Which animals can see things only in black and white?

a. Birds  b. Bats  c. Rats  d. Snakes

6. Which animals have own language of sounds for giving messages?

a. Ants b. lizard  c. Cow    d. Dolphins 

B State true or false.

1. A python sleep 4 hours a day.               

2. Animals have a special language of their own.               

3. Ant leave a smell on the ground.               

4. Most of the birds can move their eyes.               

5. Animals can see more colours than humans can.               

6. A sloth Iive for about 40 years.               
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C
Categorise the following things on the basis of their 
smell as 'Good' or 'Bad' and fill in the columns below.

 Stale air flower soap dirty socks Perfume garbage dump petrol
rotten food fish coffee raw egg Cow dung Incense stick pickle

Good smell Bad smell

 D Solve the puzzle.

1. I leave some smell on the ground.               

2. I turn my head to see around.               

3. I am killed for my skin and horn.               

4. I am killed just to make a little scent from my musk.               

5. I am killed for my tusks.               

6. I give alarm call by electric signals.               

 E Answer the following questions about sloths.

(i) What do sloths eat?

Ans.                                                                                                                

(ii) When do they move to another tree?

Ans.                                                                                                                

(iii) Why do sloths come down from the tree once a week?

Ans.                                                                                                                
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Answers
A.

1. Whiskers
2. Lizards
3. Langurs
4. Snakes
5. Bats
6. Dolphins

B.
1. False
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. True

C.

Good smell Bad smell
Flower, pickle Stale air, dirty socks
Soap, petrol garbage dump, Cow dung

Perfume, Incense stick rotten food, raw egg
Coffee fish

D.
1. Ants
2. Birds
3. Rhinoceros
4. Musk deer
5. Elephants
6. Fishes

E. 
1. Sloth eats the leaves of the same tree on which it lives.
2. When it has eaten enough leaves from that tree it moves to the nearby tree.
3. A sloth is a very lazy animal. It only comes down once a week to relieve itself.
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